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The massive and automated access to Web resources through robots has made it essential for Web service 
providers to make some conclusion about whether a “user” is human or robot. A Human Interaction Proof 
(HIP) like Completely Automated Public Turing test to tell Computers and Humans Apart (CAPTCHA) offers 
a way to make such a distinction. CAPTCHA is essentially a modern implementation of Turing test, which 
carries out its job through a particular text based, image based or audio based challenge response system. In 
this paper we present a new image based CAPTCHA technique. Properties of the proposed technique offer all 
of the benefits of image based CAPTCHAs; grant an improved security control over the usual text based 
techniques and at the same time improve the user-friendliness of the Web page. Further, the paper briefly 
reviews various other existing CAPTCHA techniques. 
Keywords 
CAPTCHAs, HIP, Botnet, Image CAPTCHA 
1. Introduction 
Atomizing various Web activities by replacing human to human interactions on the Internet has been made 
indispensable due to its enormous growth.  However, bots [1] also known as robots and Web-bots which have 
a malicious intend and pretending to be humans pose a severe threat to various services on the Internet that 
implicitly assume a human interaction. Accordingly Web service providers before allowing access to such 
services use various HIPs [2] to authenticate that the user is a human and not a bot. CAPTCHAs [3], a class of 
HIPs are tests which are easier for humans to qualify and tough for bots to simulate. Several Web services that 
include but not limited to free e-mail, online polls, chat rooms, search engines, blogs, password systems, etc. 
use CAPTCHAs as a defensive mechanism against automated Web bots. 
The remaining text of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents a short review of bots and 
existing CAPTCHA techniques. Section 3 illustrates the proposed Drag and Drop CAPTCHA technique. In 
section 4 security analysis of the proposed technique is discussed. Finally, we conclude and present future 
research directions.  
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3. Proposed Method 
Although text based CAPTCHA are currently most widely used ones, but the advances in OCR techniques 
in terms of pattern recognition and computer vision have made them prone to more and more attacks 
[31,32,33]. Thus, it is reasonable to create new CAPTCHA challenges that are both unbreakable and usable. In 
this section we present a new CAPTCHA technique that aims to determine legitimate users and at the same 
time does not alienate them. The scheme works on current difficulty of image segmentation in presence of a 
complex background. The algorithm implementation and security analysis has been made using GIMP (GNU 
Image Manipulation Program) [36]. 
 
In the proposed technique a composite CAPTCHA image of a reasonable dimension and resolution is 
shown to the user. The user has to identify two small and simple embedded images (source image and target 
image) from the shown composite image as asked in the message appearing in the composite image itself. The 
user has to drag the source image and drop it over the target image to prove human interaction. This scheme is 
depicted in the figures 23 and 24. Both images have been developed using same algorithm but to image shown 







A subject-wise database of small sized, well known small real world objects is created. The images and the 
corresponding tags associated with each image are stored in separate places which are related with each other 
on an encoded key within a single database so that even if a hacker is able to break into the database, he is not 
able to get any meaningful content. An as option a dynamic image database could be created by downloading 
images from the Internet [34, 35]. A CAPTCHA image is created by placing selected images from this 
database on a larger image to which some complex background has been applied. Various transformations are 
applied to each selected image before placing it on the larger image. A text message describing which object a 
user needs to drag and drop over which other object is embedded in CAPTCHA image. Coordinates of the 
image to drag and that of the image over which to drop are preserved at the server. The CAPTCHA image thus 
created is shown to the user to prove his humanity. Once the user performs the correct drag and drop, he gains 
entry to the service otherwise after a few failed attempts a new CAPTCHA image is shown to the user. 
 
The algorithm for creation of Drag and Drop image CAPTCHA is mentioned hereunder: 
Step I:  Create a composite CAPTCHA image Cimg of size N X M pixels with a color 
gradient/RGB noise between randomly chosen colors from RGB.  






Step II:  Draw Z random colored and /or filled and random sized shapes of circles, arcs and 
lines at random places on the CAPTCHA image Cimg created in step I. Choose Z as 
any value between Zmin and Zmax depending upon the required complexity of the 
CAPTCHA image. 
Step III.  Apply a required transparency factor to the CAPTCHA image Cimg. Optionally 
choose an image from the image database ImgDB and place it on  Cimg with a 
desired transparency factor. 
Step IV.  Choose P images from the image database ImgDB and add them to the set of 
selected images Selimgs. P should satisfy the following relationship with the 





Step V: Randomly choose two images from the selected set of images Selimgs  as the source 
image Simg and the target image Timg . 
Step VI:  For each image in Selimgs   apply a random rotation factor RF, transparency factor 
TF and scaling factor SF such that: 
ܴܯ݅݊ி  ൑  ܴி  ൑  ܴܯܽݔி , 
ܶܯ݅݊ி  ൑   ிܶ  ൑  ܶܯܽݔி and  
ܵܯ݅݊ி  ൑  ܵி  ൑  ܵܯܽݔி 
Step VII:  Place each image from the selected set of images Selimgs including the source image 
Simg and target image Timg on the CAPTCHA image Cimg without overlapping at 
random positions. At the same time preserve the coordinates of the Simg source 
image and the target image Timg in a set C. 
Step VIII:  Retrieve the tags corresponding to the source image Simg and target image Timg from 
the image database ImgDB and generate the text message. 
Step IX:  Place the text message string at desired location on the CAPTCHA image Cimg after 
applying a transparency and rotation factor to it. 
Step X:  Return the CAPTCHA image Cimg and the coordinate set C of source image Simg 
and target image Timg. 
4. Security Analysis 
Security of a CAPTCHA technique can be analyzed in terms of time taken, resources involved and 
efficiency of a bot program that tries to breach the test. Any CAPTCHA technique is considered to be secure 
that is at least as expensive for a hacker as it would cost him using human operators. In this section we will 
present the security analysis performed on the proposed CAPTCHA technique.  
Segmentation of an image in regions, identification of regions of interest and extraction of semantic 
content expressed by the image or part of it are the various steps involved in Content Based Image Retrieval 
(CBIR) methods.  CBIR methods may use an edge detection technique for segmentation. Figures 25, 26, 27 






and 28 show images after applying famous Edge Detection Techniques namely Difference of Gaussian and 











It is clear that no doubt the edge detection technique has extracted some features of each sub image; 
however, the presence of complex background does not allow CBIR methods to draw any semantics from it. 
Another possibility of segmentation is by using thresholding which provides information about the 
statistical distribution of color values. An intensity Histogram can be used to look into this possibility. If the 
histogram produces two distinct peaks, it may be possible to separate the foreground from background using 
simple thresholding. Adaptive thresholding may be used to for thresholding an image whose intensity 
Histogram does not contain distinct peaks. Intensity Histogram for image produced in Drag and Drop 
CAPTCH is shown in figures 29 and 30 and images got after applying thresholding are shown in figures 31 

















As can be seen from the thresholding analysis neither adaptive nor simple thresholding is able to properly 
segment the image. Removal of some background information from the CAPTCHA image also removes some 
required information about sub images because of the uniform color distribution. 
Shape matching is yet another technique employed in understanding images; however, our CAPTCHA 
technique increases difficulty in performing this on the produced CAPTCHA image. This is owing to reason 
that images of interest appear as sub images of different sizes and intensities. Further the source and 
destination sub image tags are embedded in the CAPTCHA image and sub images are not uniformly spaced 
which makes shape matching using CBIR methods to fail. 
A simple possible attack to the proposed technique involves random guessing wherein an attacker may drag 
from one portion of the image to the other. In such a case the probability to produce the correct answer can be 
calculated by the follows formulas: 









Where P(P(Simg) and P(Timg)) is the probability that source and destination images both have been 
correctly guessed, P(Simg) is the probability that source image has been correctly guessed and P(Timg given 
Simg) is the probability that target image is correctly guessed with given source image. ܣ஼೔೘೒  and ܣௌ೔೘೒  are 
respectievely the areas of CAPTCHA and sub images. 
For our CAPTCHA image, the sub images (Simg) have been chosen with dimensions ranging from 
45X45 to 55X55 giving an average area of 2500 pixels. The CAPTCHA image has 240X180 pixels dimension 
thus having an area of 43200 pixels. Using the formulas listed above the following results have been obtained: 
ܲ൫ ௜ܵ௠௚൯ ൌ 0.0578 
ܲ൫ ௜ܶ௠௚݃݅ݒ݁݊  ௜ܵ௠௚൯ ൌ 0.0614 
ܲ൫ܲ൫ ௜ܵ௠௚൯ܽ݊݀ ܲሺ ௜ܶ௠௚ሻ൯ ൌ 0.0035 
Thus the estimated probability that a brute force guessing is successful with the above given dimensions 
of CAPTCHA and the sub images is only 0.35%. 
From the security analysis carried out in this section it is apparent that this CAPTCHA technique is 
secure from automated tools and can be applied successfully as a Human Interaction Proof. 









We, in this paper besides enumerating various existing CAPTCHA methods presented a new visual 
CAPTCHA technique that not only is simple to generate but is also resistant to attacks from automated Web 
tools. Further, we carried out security analysis of the proposed technique in terms of segmentation, shape 
matching and brute force guessing. The results obtained have validated the efficiency of Drag and Drop 
CAPTCHA algorithm. We are currently working to improve further the usability of the presented technique 
and apply other image segmentation algorithms to verify its robustness. We are constructing an AJAX based 
test Web site to gather user statistics and comments for its improvement. 
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